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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy, and especially the polarization-controlled version of it, is the cutting edge technique for disentan-
gling various types of coherences in molecules and molecular aggregates. In order to evaluate the electronic coherences, which often decay
on a 100 fs time scale, the early population times have to be included in the analysis. However, signals in this region are typically plagued by
several artifacts, especially in the unavoidable pulse overlap region. In this paper, we show that, in the case of polarization-controlled two-
dimensional spectroscopy experiment, the early-time dynamics can be dominated by the “incorrect” pulse ordering signals. These signals can
affect kinetics at positive times well beyond the pulse overlap region, especially when the “correct” pulse ordering signals are much weaker.
Moreover, the “incorrect” pulse ordering contributions are oscillatory and overlap with the spectral signatures of energy transfer, which may
lead to misinterpretation of “incorrect” pulse ordering signals for fast-decaying coherences.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5079817., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling the motion of electrons in complex materials on
a microscopic scale in a coherent fashion is one of the great scien-
tific challenges for the future.1 The important step, however, is to
develop experimental and theoretical approaches for understanding
the collective behavior of the electrons in molecular and condensed
matter systems. Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) is
a well-suited tool to investigate the coherent motions of both nuclei
and electrons with sufficient concurrent spectral and time resolu-
tion.2 For more than a decade, observation of pure electronic beat-
ings, corresponding to the superposition of the excited electronic
states and lasting for several hundreds of femtoseconds, has been
claimed for the light-harvesting protein complexes.3–6 Only recently,
new theoretical approaches and experimental results started
unraveling complex interactions between nuclear and electronic
motions after impulsive excitation, pointing to a dominant role of

vibrations in the observed long-lived beatings.7–12,42 Indeed, the very
recent transient absorption and 2DES experimental findings support
these theoretical predictions.13–16

In the case of coherences excited via transitions involving
vibronically coupled states, the time-domain signals present evi-
dence of mixing of electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom. To
this end, polarization control of individual laser pulses in the 2DES
experiment proved to be a very powerful method,5,17 since it has the
ability to disentangle excitonic coherences and coherences excited
via vibronically coupled transitions from the purely vibrational ones
excited via the Franck-Condon transitions.13,15,18 To facilitate the
correct interpretation of the subtle coherence signals, data have to
be as free from artifacts as possible.

2DES can be regarded as an extension of the transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy, and both methods measure the third order non-
linear response of the sample. Numerous attempts to understand
possible artifacts occurring in transient absorption measurements,
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such as cross-phase modulation, spectral chirp and stimulated
Raman signals, predominantly occurring during the pulse overlap,
led to a mostly qualitative understanding of these artifacts for a
given experimental configuration and a sample at hand. Yet, the
understanding of these issues has not reached a rigorous quanti-
tative level, nor provided ways to completely avoid them.19–21 In
2DES, the situation regarding the artifacts is even more compli-
cated given that (i) 2DES is often a fully resonant experiment in
respect to excitation and detection frequencies, which adds all sorts
of scattering contributions to the signal and (ii) due to four-wave
mixing nature of 2DES, unlike in the transient absorption spec-
troscopy, it is impossible to get a “clean” zero population time sig-
nal, because of the unavoidable situation during the pulse overlap,
when the desired multipulse sequence order cannot be “enforced,”
and thus multiple signals always contribute. The “incorrect” pulse
ordering signals can be appreciable even beyond the “ideal” pulse
overlap region, because of the imperfect pulse time profiles, and
thus can interfere with the signals of interest. It is worth adding
that whereas in transient absorption negative population, time sig-
nal outside the pulse overlap region is usually equal to zero, this
is not the case for 2DES, as some “unwanted” signals contribute
at negative population times within the decoherence time of the
system.

Previous studies on potential artifacts in 2DES experiments
have included propagation effects of the pulses,22 phase matching
and beam geometry,23 and spectral chirp.24 All these works focused
on the lineshape distortions, and to the best of our knowledge,
there is no study of possible artifacts regarding the oscillating sig-
nals (coherence phenomena) close to time zero. Thus, there is a clear
need to gain a better understanding of these artifacts and identify the
time regions where they can be ignored.

Several recent studies have focused on the initial times of the
2DES signal and proposed interpretations of the new phenom-
ena at play. Meneghin et al. suggested that coherent energy trans-
fer occurs in the light-harvesting peridinin-chlorophyll a-protein
from rapidly decaying coherent oscillations with ∼20 fs time con-
stant.25 Jun et al. supported assignment of the electronic coher-
ences in chlorosomes by fitting an oscillatory component of the
data with a 60 fs dephasing time.26 Fast decaying electronic coher-
ences have also been identified in quantum dots with retrieved
dephasing times shorter than 25 fs.27 None of these studies, how-
ever, provided an analysis of the possible early population time
artifacts.

We do not aim to present an exhausting description of all the
artifacts in 2DES, but rather we would like to initiate the discus-
sion on the subject. Hence, we describe one of the artifacts, namely,
“incorrect” pulse ordering effect, and analyze it specifically in the
polarization-controlled 2DES experiment. We show that this arti-
fact is observed well outside of the pulse overlap region and can be
stronger than the generally weak coherence signals from the stan-
dard pulse ordering. We illustrate the contribution of the “incorrect”
pulse sequence signals in the study of the photosynthetic reaction
center from purple bacteria and argue that the problem could be
ubiquitous. Therefore, the issue has to be taken into account when-
ever analyzing initial 100 fs of the coherence dynamics, especially
in the polarization-selective 2DES experimental schemes, which are
used to reveal weak signals of interest by suppressing otherwise
dominating contributions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We employed a passively stabilized 2DES setup as described

previously.28,29 Briefly, a lab-made noncollinear parametric optical
amplifier, pumped by the 1027 nm Pharos laser (Light Conversion
Ltd.), was used to generate ∼17 fs laser pulses, centered at 770 nm,
with a FWHM of ∼105 nm. Pulses were split into four replicas using
a plate beamsplitter and transmissive diffraction grating. A spher-
ical concave mirror was used to focus the three excitation beams
and the fourth, so called local oscillator (LO) beam, attenuated by
the 2 optical density (OD) filter, to the ∼160 µm diameter spot on
the sample. The first two beams were simultaneously chopped by
optomechanical choppers, operating at different frequencies, and a
double frequency modulation lock-in scheme was used for detec-
tion.28 Interferograms between signal and LO were continuously
detected by the CCD camera (PIXIS, Princeton Instruments). Polar-
izations of all the excitation pulses were independently set by the λ/4
waveplate and four wire-grid polarizers (contrast ratio > 800).

For all polarization-resolved 2DES experiments, an excitation
energy of 4 nJ/pulse was used and coherence time was scanned from
−171 to 270 fs with the 1.5 fs step. The following ranges of popu-
lation time scans were used: (i) −300 fs to 60 fs for the (π/4, −π/4,
π/2, 0) sequence in the negative time scan, (ii) 0–1800 fs for the (π/4,
−π/4, π/2, 0) sequence in the positive time scan, and (iii) −300 fs
to 600 fs for the (π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0) sequence. The 2D spectrum of
all-parallel polarization was recorded at 2 nJ/pulse, 48 fs population
delay with a coherence step of 1.75 fs over the population time range
from −185.25 fs to 290.5 fs. The population time step was 12 fs in all
experiments.

Mutated bacterial reaction centers (bRC) denoted W(L100)F,
where tryptophan (W) protein residue on position L100 was
exchanged with phenylalanine (F), were produced in the native
Rhodobacter sphaeroides bacteria, grown under semianaerobic dark
conditions at 30 ○C and purified according to Ref. 30 with the follow-
ing modifications. The solubilization of LDAO concentration was
increased to 4% and the time to 3 h. Ion-exchange chromatography
was performed with a toyopearl DEAE-650M column, and protein
was eluted with a continuous 0–500 mM NaCl gradient. The protein
was concentrated and flash frozen with liquid nitrogen. To oxidize
bRC special pair, potassium ferricyanide [K3Fe(CN)6] in the result-
ing concentration of 150 mM was used. Samples were mixed with
glycerol at the 35:65 (v/v) ratio in the 0.5 mm fused silica cell and
cooled down to 77 K in a bath liquid nitrogen cryostat (Optistat DN,
Oxford instruments). The concentration of the bRC was chosen such
that the optical density was 0.2–0.3 at 800 nm under measurement
conditions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Polarization-controlled 2D electronic spectroscopy

As evident from the previous investigations, when excited by
ultrashort laser pulses, bacterial reaction centers (bRC) manifest
various oscillatory patterns.13,17,31–33 Polarization-controlled exper-
iments on bRC have provided valuable insights into the coher-
ent dynamics phenomena, and vibrational coherences, as well as
coherences excited via vibronically coupled transitions have been
reported.13,17,33,34 For distinguishing different origins of coherences,
the most effective scheme is the double-crossed (DC) polarization
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sequence, where relative polarizations for the beams (k⃗1 − k⃗4), cor-
responding to the three excitation pulses, and the signal are set
to (π/4, −π/4, π/2, 0), respectively.5,17,34,35 In this way, it is possi-
ble to suppress both the population-related and purely vibrational
Franck-Condon coherence signals up to 125 times, which sharply
enhances sensitivity for detecting generally weak coherences excited
via vibronically coupled transitions.13,15 To investigate the effect of
the “incorrect” pulse ordering, we extended the DC experimental
scan to negative population times.

B. Pulse ordering in the 2DES experiments:
appearance of fringes in the negative
population time spectra

For each population time t2, 2DES correlates excitation and
detection frequencies, which are conjugated Fourier transform pairs
of the coherence time delay t1 and detection time delay t3. The for-
mer is the delay between the first two excitation pulses, and the
latter is the arrival time of the signal after the third excitation pulse.2
Figure 1(a) illustrates how the pulses are scanned during the 2DES
data acquisition in our laboratory. For each coherence scan, the pop-
ulation time t2 is fixed and the coherence time delay t1 is varied by
scanning the k⃗1 pulse (t1 > 0, rephasing part) or k⃗2 pulse [t1 < 0,
nonrephasing (NR) part] before time zero with an interferometric
precision. Time delay tLO between the k⃗3 pulse and the local oscilla-
tor (k⃗4) is kept always constant (the LO arrives at tLO ∼ 2.5 ps after

FIG. 1. Two pulse sequences as considered in the text. (a) Double-crossed polar-
ization experiment (π/4, −π/4, π/2, 0) specifically filters electronic coherences and
coherences excited via vibronically coupled transitions. For a given population time
t2, the k⃗1 (k⃗2) pulse is scanned to obtain rephasing (nonrephasing) part of the 2D
spectra. (b) The “incorrect” pulse ordering sequence for the negative population
time experiment (π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0), where pulses k⃗2 and k⃗3 switch places, was
identified as the source of the strong signal for t2 < 0 during the pulse overlap
and even beyond. (c) For a given negative population time t2 < 0, scanning the
coherence time yields four distinct pulse orderings which can be categorized into
rephasing (−k⃗1 + k⃗3 + k⃗2), nonrephasing (+k⃗3 − k⃗1 + k⃗2), and double quantum
coherence (DQC) pathways (k⃗3 + k⃗2 − k⃗1, k⃗2 + k⃗3 − k⃗1).

the k⃗3 pulse), and for varying population time t2, the k⃗3 and k⃗4 pulse
pair is delayed.

For a given negative population time t2 < 0, the coherence time
scans yield four separate pulse orderings [see Fig. 1(c)]. Scanning
rephasing part for t1 > |t2| leads to −k⃗1 + k⃗3 + k⃗2 rephasing type
(R type) sequence as depicted in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). As the k⃗1 pulse
passes over the k⃗3 pulse (0 < t1 < |t2|), the sequence changes to the
nonrephasing type (NR type): k⃗3 − k⃗1 + k⃗2. Note that in this pulse
sequence every t1 step changes the effective population time, since k⃗1
defines the effective time zero. Analogous analysis can be performed
on the nonrephasing scan (t1 < 0), which contributes to the total sig-
nal with the double quantum coherence type (DQC type) pathways
[see Fig. 1(c)].36,37

The strongest negative population time signal for the rephas-
ing scan (t1 > 0) is emitted when k⃗1, k⃗3 overlap in time, which
corresponds to t1 = |t2| and t3 = t3

′ + |t2| [see Fig. 1(b)]. This is
clearly visible in the time domain 2D representation (t1, t3) signal,
where the inverse Fourier transform was carried out for the detec-
tion frequency ω3 (Fig. 2). It can also be seen that as t2 gets more
negative the signal shifts along the diagonal toward larger t1 and
t3. On the other hand, the strongest signal for the nonrephasing
scan (t1 < 0) is expected for t1 = −|t2| and t3 = t′3 + |t2|, which
means that DQC type signals shift in the antidiagonal direction as
t2 gets more negative. No such signal is observed in Fig. 2, there-
fore we conclude that DQC signals coming from the nonrephasing
scan contribute negligibly to the presented data, and the observed
negative population time signal is dominated by the rephasing scan
contributions.

Different values of t1, t′3 for the t2 < 0 measurements, as com-
pared to the normal ordering in the t2 > 0 measurements are
expected to cause spectral fringes along the corresponding frequency
axesω1 andω3 according to the Fourier shift theorem. As the t2 delay
becomes more negative, the spectral fringes get denser as observed in
Fig. 2. In the time domain 2D representation (t1, t3), the signal shifts
in respect to both t1 and t3 by a time delay equal to |t2|, and therefore
the fringes in the resulting 2D spectra appear in both horizontal (ω1)
and vertical (ω3) directions (thus in parallel to the diagonal). The
necessity of taking these signals into account in coherence dynamics
studies arises from the fact that they are oscillatory in nature. The
spectral fringes are t2-dependent, as they get denser with increas-
ingly negative t2, which effectively leads to appearance of oscillatory
time traces, which also extend to the positive population times, as
discussed in detail below.

C. Effect of polarization
For the polarization-controlled 2DES of isotropic samples, each

of the possible interaction (Liouville) pathways has an orientational
prefactor, which contains scalar products of the transition dipole
moments and unit vectors of the polarized electric fields.35,38 If we
assume two molecular transition dipole moments (A, B) with a
nonzero angle between them, the four electromagnetic fields can
interact either with only one of the dipoles (AAAA and BBBB)
or both (AABB, ABAB, and ABBA). Note that for brevity we
omit the “symmetric” pathways where A and B are interchanged.
AAAA and AABB pathways correspond to population dynamics and
Franck-Condon vibrational coherences, whereas the ABAB and
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FIG. 2. 2D time domain (t1, t3) signals
(left column) for several population times
of the DC experiment, together with the
extracted total real (absorptive) 2D spec-
tra (right column), all phased according
to t2 > 0. Green lines in the left col-
umn mark the full width half maximum
of the Fourier window filter applied in the
detection time t3. For t2 < 0, signal shifts
by |t2| along both t1 and t3 time axes,
and therefore the fringes in the resulting
2DES spectra (right column) appear in
parallel to the diagonal. Each spectrum is
normalized to the maximum signal, with
relative scaling factors shown in the top
left corner of each 2D spectrum.

ABBA pathways represent electronic coherences, as well as coher-
ences excited via vibronically coupled transitions. For photosyn-
thetic systems containing chlorophyll-type molecules, the latter
coherence signals are weak compared to the population and vibra-
tional coherence signals, which, on the other hand, are well sup-
pressed for all the angles between the dipole moments in the DC
measurement (see Fig. 3, blue).13,15 In this way, the DC experi-
ment enhances the sensitivity toward the electronic coherences and
coherences excited via vibronically coupled transitions. However,
the “incorrect” pulse ordering for t2 < 0 alters the DC polariza-
tion sequence—for the rephasing scan—to (π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0) and
(π/2, π/4, −π/4, 0) [see Fig. 1(c)]. These polarization sequences
exhibit different prefactors for Liouville pathways (see Fig. 3, green)
and do not filter out the AABB signals. These signals notably include
energy transfer pathways that manifest as stimulated emission sig-
nals at the cross-peaks (CP) below the diagonal. The amplitude of
these signals near the t2 = 0 (depending on the energy transfer
efficiency and the rise and decay rates of the cross-peaks) defines
the relative ratio of the “incorrect” pulse ordering signals to the
coherences excited via vibronically coupled transitions in the DC
measurement.

D. “Incorrect” pulse ordering: Signal shape and origin
It can be easily seen in the negative population time spectra

presented in Fig. 2 that the strongest signal amplitude appears at
the below diagonal cross-peak, suggesting the energy transfer ori-
gin of the “incorrect” pulse ordering signal. To assign the shape and
dynamics of this signal, we performed an additional 2DES exper-
iment, where we rearranged the original DC scheme to (π/4, π/2,
−π/4, 0). Based on the polarization arguments presented in Sec. III C,
it can be found that the (π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0) polarization scheme is
mostly sensitive to the energy transfer pathways, electronic coher-
ences, and coherences excited via vibronically coupled transitions.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 4(a), which compares all-parallel and
(π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0) 2D spectra. Figure 4(b) shows a kinetic trace from
the below diagonal cross-peak of the energy transfer-specific polar-
ization scheme (π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0), with fitted time constants describ-
ing energy transfer between the excitonic states within the reaction
center (80 fs) and subsequent decay of the stimulated emission signal
(400 fs). By carefully considering the pulse orderings in this and DC
experiments, it becomes evident that the negative time signal for the
(π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0) polarization sequence corresponds to the artifact
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the orientational prefactor on the angle 𝜑 between the
transition dipole moments A and B for the selected polarization schemes in 2DES
experiments. Two contributions stem from population dynamics and/or vibrational
coherence (AAAA and AABB) and another two—from electronic coherences or
from coherences excited via vibronically coupled transitions (ABAB and ABBA).
For all parallel scheme (AP, red), all pathways contribute to the 2DES signal.
The DC polarization scheme is selective as most pathways vanish for all pos-
sible angles 𝜑, whereas ABAB and ABBA (blue) remain. In the case of the
“incorrect” pulse ordering sequences, in addition to all the pathways that sur-
vive the DC sequence, e.g., the energy transfer pathways (AABB, green) also
remain.

of the (π/4,−π/4, π/2, 0) sequence at positive time delays. This clearly
demonstrates that (i) the “incorrect” pulse ordering signal in the DC
experiment contributes predominantly to the below diagonal cross-
peak, (ii) it plagues the first 100 fs of the DC sequence as marked by
the red shaded area in Fig. 4(b), and (iii) this signal stems from the
energy transfer pathway, as evidenced by the location of this signal
in the 2D spectra (Figs. 2 and 4) and the polarization selectivity of
the (π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0) sequence. The amplitude of the “incorrect”
pulse ordering signal leaking into the t2 ≥ 0 DC measurement is
directly related to the amplitude of the energy transfer signal near
t2 = 0 [Fig. 4(b)], which depends on the energy transfer efficiency
as well as rise and decay rates of the corresponding cross-peak [see
Fig. 4(b)].

The spectral location of the t2 < 0 signal in the DC measure-
ment map is significant, since the lower cross-peak has been often
analyzed in relation to coherence beatings associated with the energy
transfer dynamics in various light-harvesting systems.3,4

E. Time trace analysis
Here, we present the analysis of the t2 < 0 signals showing

the evidence that the oscillations in the polarization-controlled 2D
spectra at close to zero population time are dominated by the “incor-
rect” pulse ordering contributions, which can extend up to ∼+100 fs.

FIG. 4. (a) Comparison of the total real
2D spectra for all-parallel (left) and (π/4,
π/2, −π/4, 0) sequence (right), which
is selective toward the energy transfer
pathways and it is also found as a main
source of the “incorrect” pulse ordering
signal in the DC experiment. (b) Kinetic
trace of the below diagonal cross-peak
extracted from the (π/4, π/2, −π/4, 0)
sequence. The negative time signal
(shaded in red) represents the artifact
signal “leaking” into the positive t2 > 0
times in the DC sequence.
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Figure 5 shows time domain traces from the cross-peaks in the DC
measurement for t2 = −300→ 60 fs together with the overlaid traces
from the positive population time measurement for t2 = 0→ 500 fs.
It is evident from the overlap of the two independent measurements
that the oscillating signals are highly reproducible. Clearly, the oscil-
lation signal at t2 < 0 below the diagonal is much stronger than the
one above the diagonal, which is expected from the position of the
“incorrect” pulse ordering signal on the 2D map (see Figs. 2 and 4).
Closer inspection of the below diagonal cross-peak signal at early
times (inset of Fig. 5) allows us to conclude that with the ∼17 fs-
pulses (autocorrelation of ∼24 fs), first ∼100 fs of the kinetic traces
at this spectral position are distorted due to the “incorrect” pulse
ordering. We estimate that the “incorrect” pulse ordering signal is
∼5 times stronger at t2 = 0 fs than the “real” coherences. However,
it is difficult to account for such pronounced signals well beyond
the cross correlation time. Therefore, we infer that a nonideal pulse
shape, such as “wing(s)” in the temporal profile of the laser pulses,
provides sufficient light intensity for “incorrect” pulse ordering sig-
nals to extend beyond the pulse cross correlation time. We esti-
mate that in the experiments presented here the intensity profile
wings were below 8% of the main pulse. Such and similar tempo-
ral profile features are very common when working with sub-20 fs
pulses.

F. Potential interference of the artifact signals
with coherences

Performing Fourier transform over t2 time for each point in
the 2D spectra and plotting oscillation maps allows for visualiza-
tion of the oscillatory amplitudes in 2D spectra.13,39,40 Integrat-
ing the Fourier amplitude of the obtained oscillation maps pro-
vides information about the overall dominant frequencies, which
are presented for bRC in Fig. 6. The Fourier amplitude spectrum for
t2 = −276→ 0 fs features a broad peak around ω2 = −700 cm−1 which
reflects the spectral fringes generated in dependence on the spectral

FIG. 5. Single point t2 kinetic traces for the lower (blue) and upper (red) cross-
peaks (CPs) extracted from the DC measurements. The inset shows a close up on
the first 100 fs. The lower cross-peak oscillates strongly in the negative t2 times,
which influences also the first ∼100 fs of the positive t2, as the “real” coherence
signals are expected to have comparable amplitude in this range (see text for
details). Positive population time measurement traces (dashed lines) are overlaid
with the negative time measurement traces (solid lines) for the first 60 fs.

FIG. 6. Integrated Fourier amplitudes of oscillation frequencies within the 2D spec-
tra. (Red) Negative population time Fourier amplitudes obtained from the DC
measurement for t2 = −276→ 0 fs. (Black) “Real” coherence Fourier amplitudes,
extracted from the independent DC measurement for t2 = 0→ 1800 fs, are shown
for comparison.

distance of the cross-peak from the diagonal, as well as the extent of
the negative population times measured. Importantly, the frequen-
cies of the “real” coherence signals (Fourier transform of the t2 = 0
→ 1800 fs measurement) overlap with those of the “incorrect” pulse
ordering “oscillations” for t2 < 0. Therefore, the oscillating signals
from “incorrect” pulse ordering could be misinterpreted as “real”
coherences, or at least distort their appearance.

It is worth noting that the relative strength of the “incorrect”
pulse ordering signal strongly depends on the phase stability of the
2DES setup, since the reverse order of the k⃗2(k⃗1) and k⃗3 pulses makes
the “incorrect” pulse ordering prone to possible phase instabilities
between pulse pairs k⃗1, k⃗2 and k⃗3, k⃗4.41 Here we see an opportunity
to experimentally minimize the “incorrect” ordering effects by intro-
ducing random phase variations to t2, while keeping the phase sta-
bility within the pulse pairs (k⃗1, k⃗2) and (k⃗3, k⃗4). We also emphasize
here that the upper cross-peak contains minimal contribution from
the “incorrect” pulse ordering signals and it is therefore most suited
for the analysis of the coherences in the DC measurements.13

As pointed out above, the “incorrect” pulse ordering signal,
which gives rise to the artifact originates from the energy transfer
related signals. These are present in all multichromophore molecu-
lar systems, including photosynthetic complexes, where coherence
dynamics has been intensively studied. Thus, the phenomenon of
the negative population time signals interfering with the coher-
ence below the diagonal in the DC and likely other polarization-
controlled 2DES experiments could be general for the multichro-
mophore systems. However, the relative amplitudes of these two
types of signals depend on the rate and efficiency of the energy
transfer, as well as the amplitude of the coherences.

Here, we focused on the “incorrect” pulse ordering signal dis-
torting early-time dynamics in the DC measurements, however,
because of the general nature of the artifact, it is present for any
polarization sequence, including the “standard” all parallel or magic
angle 2DES measurements. That being said, in these “standard”
measurements, the amplitude of the artifact is expected to be compa-
rable to the real signals at t2 = 0 fs. Therefore, the potential problem
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is certainly present in the “ideal” pulse overlap region, but for real-
istic pulses featuring complex profiles, will also extend beyond this
region.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Technical advances in the phase stability, polarization control,

and theoretical modeling have extended the analysis of the 2DES
experiments to the short population times. This brings out the need
for understanding the pulse overlap region in great detail in order to
pinpoint short-lived coherence signals. To elevate the awareness of
the pulse overlap artifacts and their potential effect on 2DES mea-
surements, we analyze one of them, unraveling its physical origin
and extent. We specifically address the “incorrect” pulse ordering
effects for the double-crossed polarized pulse sequence, which fil-
ters coherences with electronic character and coherences excited via
vibronically coupled transitions. The effect is found to dominate the
pulse overlap region, but it also extends up to ∼100 fs into the posi-
tive time delays for a certain 2DES spectral region, even when 17 fs
pulses are used. We conclude that selective polarization sequences
are particularly prone to “incorrect” pulse ordering artifacts when
wings are present in the time profile of the used pulses. Impor-
tantly, the “incorrect” pulse ordering signals are oscillatory in nature,
appearing predominantly below the diagonal in the 2D spectra with
the oscillation frequencies similar to the modes typical for the sys-
tems containing chlorophyll-like molecules. Thus, such artifacts can
be easily misinterpreted for rapidly decaying coherence beatings.
With this example, we show that great care has to be taken when
analyzing early population time signals in 2DES experiments.
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